Flip the Koalas
This strategy game is designed to be played by two people. Object is to place the largest
number of similar-sided cookies on the board.
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Open the Koala's March package, and divide the cookies in two equal piles.
Have each player take one pile of the Koala's March cookies.
In case of an odd number inside, the extra one should remain in the package, with
game winner taking the extra.
Have one player use the cookie's printed image side and the
other use their unprinted side.
Player using printed cookie starts first and places two cookies on the board's
designated positions. Player using blank side then places the
two cookies after first player's move.
Each player can only place one cookie at a time.
Both players should look to place his/her cookie on the next circle vertical,
horizontal, or diagonal to the other player's cookie in order to
flip the another player's cookie.
To flip the another player's cookie, the cookie should be aligned as below:

		
		
		

A : Player A's cookie placed already on the board
B : Player B's cookie placed already on the board
a : New snack of Player to place next to another player's cookieS

You can only flip the cookie in between your cookies when the opponent's
cookies are placed continuously.
Example:
ABa 		
ABBa 		
ABBBa

-

AAa
AAAa
AAAAa

A flip can be made only when both ends of the cookie line have the same side showing.
However, you cannot flip opponents all cookies when it is not continuously placed.
Example:
ABABa
ABBABa

-

ABAAa
ABBAAa

When all cookies have been placed on the board, count the total of matching sides. Player
with larger number of matched sides wins! Each player can then eat all the cookies from
their side. Have fun, think and enjoy the tasty game pieces!

